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STORY OF THE MONTH

A HEAVY LOAD

“The amateurs discuss tactics: the professionals
discuss logistics”.
Napoléon Bonaparte
ilitary Logisticians are real unsung heroes. They
make things happen, often miraculously it seems.
For this, there is little or no credit or glory. In the
background, they quietly go about their business –
lifting a heavy load-making things happen. According to
NATO there are five principles of Logistics; foresight,
economy, flexibility, simplicity and cooperation.
Military Logistics is anything but simple. Even
Napoléon Bonaparte, who recognized and held such
great store in the importance of logistics got it deadly
wrong in 1812, when he attempted to conquer Russia.
With over half a million soldiers, the largest army
ever seen, Napoleon marched into Russia. But he
misjudged his logistics. His plan saw victory in 20 days,
so he brought supplies for 30 days – just in case. But
the road network was poor and he had to advance on
a narrow front. Soldiers were forced to forage further
and further from the roads as food became scarce.
Lack of supplies and poor diet decimated his once
impressive army and less than 100,000 made it back
to France.
Today of course, logistics is much more simple. Far
from it! Forces can be spread globally, with extended
supply lines. Some Armies outsource logistic support
to civilian contractors. Modern weapon systems can
consume huge quantities of ammunition, and modern

transport consumes huge amounts of fuel. Just as
armies can be spread globally, so too can many private
corporations. They now put as much, if not more
effort into maintaining their logistic supply lines. Of
course the bottom line for them is, understandably
–profit. For Militaries, while we must be mindful of
cost-economy, it must not override effectiveness and
flexibility. It’s all very well to have ‘just in time’ supply
lines, and wait two weeks for the sofa you ordered in
the shop. Not so much when it comes to ammunition!
The response by NATO and KFOR to the global
pandemic Covid-19 was a clear demonstration of this
‘lifting a heavy load and making things happen’. And
again, for the logisticians, little credit or glory. They
are not present at the ribbon cutting or the photo
opportunity. They, as always are in the background –
carrying that heavy load and making things happen.
Until now! In layman terms military logistics is all
about getting the right people and equipment in the
right place at the right time and being able to sustain
them.
Meet the men and women of Joint Logistics Support
Group (JLSG), who do all that and more besides. The
man from Lancashire who runs an Airport, and the US
servicemen, who stepped up to the plate to keep the
show on the road –quite literally.

M

Comdt. Brian Lynch
OF-3 IRL- Army
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JOINT SUPPORT…
I
n early 2010, the Joint Logistics Support Group
(JLSG) stood up within Kosovo Force (KFOR)
and falls under the direct command of COM
KFOR. The aim was to bring the JLSG concept
into practice and to exploit it in NATO operations.
Immediately upon arrival, the JLSG HQ quickly set
out to create working relations with the HQ KFOR
staff, multinational forces regional commands and
National Support Elements to further develop and
integrate a new logistics concept into theatre that
would ultimately recognize the potential for reducing
national logistics footprint in KFOR, thereby providing
savings to all Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs).
Today, this unique unit within KFOR is the only long
standing deployed JLSG in NATO.
In 2015, the JLSG Headquarters relocated to
its current location on Camp Film City, and has
subordinate units and support personnel located
at Camp Novo Selo, Camp Villaggio Italia, Camp
Bondsteel, Fuel Depot near Camp Vrelo, Air Point of
Debarkation (APOD) near the Pristina International
Airport and the Communication Zone (COMMZ)
South at Camp Kodra in Thessaloniki, Greece.
JLSG’s role is to ensure theatre level logistics support
and military engineering support to KFOR forces
by employing organic Combat Support and Combat
Service Support capabilities in order to facilitate a
safe and secure environment. JLSG is responsible
for support to KFOR at the 3rd logistics level, and
it is in charge of coordinating level 1 and 2 logistics
support requirements within organic Combat Service

and Combat Service Support capabilities. Level 3 is
focused on transportation and handling, recovery,
movement control and engineering. Level 1 is the
direct responsibility of the nations through their own
national logistic assets and within KFOR units and
formations. Level 2 support is the responsibility of
the Logistics Lead Nation (LLN) within the regional
commands (RC East and RC West), as well as it is
generally responsible for coordinated support among
the nation in these matters.
JLSG’s main tasks in support of KFOR covers a
multitude. I don’t think there is any other unit in
KFOR that has so many fingers in so many pies.
JLSG has involvement in General Engineer Support,
Transportation and Recovery, Explosive Ordinance
Disposal and Improvised Explosive Ordnance
Disposal, Fuel Support and Services, Reception,
Staging and Onward Movement, Aerial Port of
Debarkation, and Freedom of Movement. The JLSG
staff in coordination with the HQ KFOR J4 organizes
National Support Element (NSE) Conferences
periodically with the aim of exchanging logistics
information and as a means to gather key logisticians
in theatre in one spot with the goal of improving
logistics support to the nations and ultimately
enhance logistics capability within KFOR.
Maj. Pavel Netolicky

CZE SNR/JLSG RM Chief
and

Antonia Munster

NSPA KFOR Fuel Technical Officer
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STORY OF THE MONTH

BY AIR…

Lawerence Peel is the KFOR APOD Manager and he
is a very busy man. Born in Lancashire England, he
learned the business, working in Manchester Airport
in the area of Air Operations. Not quite satisfied, he
got itchy feet, and looked for another job, and ended
up in Afghanistan for six years, working with NATO
specializing in the area of Air Cargo. Four years ago he
moved to Kosovo to take up his current appointment.
“The APOD has always been quite busy, but this year we
have seen a big increase in traffic, both passenger and
cargo”, he says. He explains this is largely down to the
onset of Covid-19, which saw a global reduction in air
travel, and the closure of the civilian airport in Pristina
for about three months. Many contingents that may
have used civilian airlines and the civilian airport to
move their personnel into and out of theatre started
using military aircraft and the APOD. “So far this year,
we have facilitated 855 aircraft, 451 fixed wing flights and

454 helicopter flights.We have handled 4,451 inbound
passengers and 4,295 outbound passengers.We have
also handled a number of medevac flights”. Regarding
the day to day use of the APOD, Lawerence and his
team put in place control measures to prevent the
spread of Covid-19. In terms of cargo, Lawerence
explained the APOD has handled over 570,000 Kilos
of inbound freight, and just over 377,000 kilos of
outbound freight. Much of the increase in inbound
freight has to do with the response to Covid-19, as
NATO and KFOR troop contributing nations assist
the institutions and communities in Kosovo respond
to the global pandemic. KFOR have also assisted
in the delivery of aid from Bi-Lateral agreements
between Kosovo and Poland, Germany, Turkey, Austria
and Italy. Needless to say, all this increase in air traffic
has led to a significant increase in the use of fuel. “Our
jet fuel consumption so far this year stands at 1,369,228
liters”, he says. Most astonishing of all, when I enquired
about staff numbers, Lawerence explained there are
four staff running the show. Four – including himself!
He went on to explain that being co-located near the
civilian airport is a big advantage as they use the same
runway and facilities. The APOD is a high value asset
for KFOR. Not only is it useful for facilitating day to
day flight operations, routine troop rotations and
equipment transfers, it adds great flexibility, providing
an ability to upscale KFOR quite quickly.
Comdt. Brian Lynch

OF-3 IRL-Army
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BY SEA…
A

s a part of an ongoing effort of cooperation,
KFOR Joint Logistics Support Group recently
visited with the Host National Support of Albanian
Armed Forces (HNS AAF). The presence of KFOR
in HNS AAF is represented by two coordinating
officers. HNS AAF is stationed in Tirana, Albania as
a part of Joint Operational Centre AAF. Its’ essential
mission is the coordination of all kind of support
given by civilian and military organizations to NATO
forces operating in Albanian region. HNS AAF is in
charge of many activities. They are monitoring lines
of communication through the host nation and
coordination with NATO structures regarding road
movements and convoys. They coordinate various
activities concerning air and sea ports. For example,
the coordination with Tirana International Airport and
Durrës Sea Port for the use of facilities for NATO/
KFOR purpose As a national Albanian authority, they
are able to coordinate medical assistance given by
civilian and military organization. It includes providing
Medical Ops assistance to entitled NATO personnel
in HN Military and Civilian Medical facilities and
within its means, support & coordinate medical
evacuation (MEDEVAC), and coordination with
local contractors to provide materials and services.
Last but not least, there is the assistance on border
crossing activities which represents an important part
of HNS AAF duty. It means facilitating custom and
border crossing procedures between the HN and
neighboring countries, for NATO and Non-NATO

Troop Contributing Nations. Since the beginning
of cooperation between KFOR and the HNS AAF,
there have been 24 visits by JLSG commanders and
their staff personnel. These important visits are
conducted at least twice a year. The most recent visit
was in Mid September, when Commander JLSG Col.
Thomas Fronek led a visit to the Albanian Armed
Forces JOC to meet with HNS staff, KFOR’s main
Point of Contact. Site visits were conducted to
the key Reception Staging and Onward Movement
(RSOM) nodes of Tirana International Airport and
Durres Seaport, where COM JLSG met with key staff
and operations managers to discuss KFOR RSOM
operations and ensure ongoing liaison. A key goal of
these visits was to discuss ways to interlink more
closely with the AAF, as directed by COM KFOR,
focusing on the area of logistics support to NATO.
COM JLSG proposed future training with the HNSS,
to include SPOD staff, on RSOM operations. This
proposal was well received by both HNS and the
SPOD management team. In the spirit of deepening
logistics cooperation, JLSG extended an invitation to
AAF HNS to attend the next NSE Conference, which
should be held in November 2020. JLSG would take
this opportunity to introduce HNS to additional
staff, and would give HNS insight into KFOR support
structures and processes.
Maj. Pavel Netolicky

CZE-Army
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…AND BY LAND.
C
amp Bondsteel. Maintenance Officers Capt.
Angela Davis and Chief Warrant Officer 3
Paul Miller heard the closing of tools chest and
the slamming of shop doors. The two went out to
investigate and witnessed local Kosovo contracted
mechanics were leaving earlier than usual. Davis,
the Material Management Center Officer In Charge
with the responsibility of Providing centralized and
Integrated Support for KFOR RC-East discovered
that the contractors were being dispelled from
the base to protect the force from the COVID-19
outbreak in the local population. Davis thought
“Missions are still running, how are we going to keep it all
going”? The maintenance officers soon realized they
had no one to repair the Command’s vintage missioncritical vehicles since there are no maintenance
assets assigned to RC-E. Miller, the Senior ground
Maintenance Officer for RC-E, was also shocked at
the predicament. He fell into a similar situation in
Afghanistan, deployed in 2014-2015. So Miller blasted
out an email to the subordinate units asking for
volunteers with mechanic experience. The urgency
was great since the Soldiers still needed to dispatch
from RC-E installations to keep a pulse on the
communities and the administrative boundary in their
areas of responsibility. They needed to conduct their
assigned patrols. Following Miller’s email, four Soldiers
contacted him to turn wrenches and keep RC-E on
the road. Among the four Soldiers were Sgt. James
Lobato, assigned to the operations section of General

Support Aviation Battalion. Three of the Soldiers
coming from from the Oregon Army National Guard,
Sgt. Joshua Maplethorpe, Sgt. Jason Bergstad and Sgt.
Nicholas Vestal. “We all started as volunteers to join the
National Guard,” said Miller, who was impressed by
the Soldier’s response. “These Soldiers heard the call
for mechanics, and they volunteered again to keep RC-E
rolling.” The four started laboring in the contractors’
dated shop with non-standard toolsets, replacing 16
of the local contractors. RC-E 1st Sgt. Jacin Koop
covered down on the production control, taking over
the job of two contracted production controllers and
one Parts Clerk. He started inputing maintenance
status into the Global Combat Support System-Army
(GCSS-Army) computer system that tracks Army
maintenance and parts. Klopp quickly organized the
data to track the repairs and worked with the team
to accurately organize the parts on hand to keep
the mechanics working. “These volunteers were able
to repair 27 tactical vehicles across multinational forces
in two weeks, effectively bringing us to a sustainable
operational readiness rate.These volunteers showed
the importance of our diversity and the skill set of
maintenance soldiers. If they were not here, we wouldn’t
have been able to keep going and allowing RC-E to
continue the KFOR mission,” said Capt. Angela Davis,
“I think this speaks to the National Guard’s adaptability
and flexibility; we never quit and just keep going.”
Maj. Chris Clyne
US-Army
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National Guard Soldiers
answered the call.The beauty
of Part-Time soldiers is that
they bring an unmatched set
of skills into the armed forces
gained from their expertise
gained on Civilian Street. In
this instance the need was for
mechanics – but it could have
been in any area.

Men of many talents. Soldiers
really possess a ‘can do
attitude’ that is unmatched
anywhere else. Sgt. Jason
Bergstad and Spc. Andrew
Gross of the 41st Infantry
Brigade Combat Team,
Oregon National Guard, work
on replacing the Front Main
Seal of M998 HMMWV.

Dreaded Accountancy. All
Armies love accounting for
everything! Capt. Angela
Davis, Chief Warrant Officer 3
Paul Miller and 1st Sgt. Jacin
Koop at Camp Bondsteel
checks the KFOR Regional
Command-East maintenance
status on Global Combat
Support System-Army (GCSSArmy) that tracks Army
maintenance and parts at
Camp Bondsteel.
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FROM THE FIELD

HOME ON THE RANGE

S

oldiers from RC-W recently conducted a number
of Shooting exercises with individual weapons at
the polygon “Voloire”, located in the wooded area
adjacent to the base of “Villaggio Italia”, in order
to increase the ability to intervene quickly even
in conditions of physical stress. Weapon handling,
and good marksmanship skills are core functions of
soldiers, and they are practiced often, starting from
static prone positions and advancing to dynamic team
shooting.The Italian soldiers of the 2nd Platoon of the

“Papa” Coy, carried out the shooting training using
the Beretta ARX 160 assault rifle and the Beretta 92
FS pistol, in order to ensure a prompt and effective
response to situations that could threaten stability,
security and freedom of movement in the area of
operations in order to support the development of a
stable, democratic, multi-ethnic and peaceful country.
Freedom of movement is one of the key tasks of
KFOR, together with the contribution to the security
and protection of all communities in Kosovo.

BUILDING BRIDGES

R

C-East senior leaders recently met with the
deputy country director of Caritas Switzerland
for Kosovo to discuss peacekeeping and economic
development efforts for all communities. The meeting
is one of dozens of religious leader engagements
that Lt. Col. Jacob Scott, KFOR RC-East Chaplain,
has conducted with NGOs and religious leaders. “I
build bridges with religious leaders and understanding
the role they play in their communities helps us better
contribute to the safety and security of Kosovo,” said
Scott. Col. Noel Hoback, deputy commander of
the Kosovo Force RC East also recently met with
Ferid Dermaku, the Head of the Islamic Council of

Kamenica. Hoback was accompanied by RC-E’s liaison
monitoring team who operate daily within Kamenica
in order to support KFOR situational awareness and
communication within Kosovo communities. LMT
personnel regularly facilitate information-sharing
meetings with key governmental, non-governmental,
and other community leaders within their respective
areas of responsibility.
Such meetings are great for building bridges and
lead to greater understanding between KFOR and
communities. They contribute to a safe and secure
environment and freedom of movement for all the
people in Kosovo.
9

BEST WARRIOR COMPETITION

R

C-East Soldiers from the U.S., Polish and
Romanian Armies competed in the Best
Warrior Competition recently at Camp Bondsteel.
The competitors were tested on their physical and
mental fitness, as well as their ability to conduct Army
Warrior Tasks. Soldiers completed mission essential
tasks that replicated real world combat situations
such as land navigation, stress shooting, army combat
fitness test, tactical medical care lanes, tactical
radio skills and EOD lanes. The event culminated
with an eight mile ruck march to the finish. “These
Soldiers, non-commissioned officers and officers are all
representative of their task forces and units as the best of
Regional Command East,” said KFOR RC-East Sergeant

Major Bradley Huppunen. Spc. Miguel Ruiz, Task Force
Public Affairs Detachment won the Best Warrior
Soldier category. Sgt. Justen Fernandez, Task Force
Military Police won the Best Warrior NCO category,
and 2nd Lt. Szymon Korcz, with the Polish contingent
of the Maneuver Battalion, won the Best Warrior
Officer category. The KFOR RC-East Commander and
Command Sergeant Major awarded winners with a
coin and certificate of appreciation during the closing
ceremony at the Medal of Honor Hall at Camp
Bondsteel. “Thank you for stepping up in the midst of a
mission and putting in the word on top of your job,” said
Col. Eric Riley, KFOR RC-East Commander. “It says
something special about every single one of you.”

PLAYTIME!

K

FOR Soldiers of the US-led Regional Command
East inaugurated a playground that will serve
all communities and ethnicities living in Decane.
The project was initiated and finalized by the Italian
Liaison and Monitoring Team operating in the region
of Pristina and was funded by NATO. The inauguration
was attended by KFOR Regional Command East’s
Deputy Commander, Col. Noel Hoback, along with
citizens and children from the village. In the last few

weeks KFOR has implemented several projects in
support of education, in view of the start of the
new school year, including the delivery of personal
protection equipment and the sanitization of schools.
In accordance with UNSCR 1244 of 1999, KFOR’s
mandate is to contribute in an impartial way to a safe
and secure environment and freedom of movement
for all citizens in Kosovo, while assisting the
Institutions in Kosovo.
10

MSU ASSIST KOSOVO POLICE

I

talian Carabinieri of KFOR Multinational Specialized
Unit donated to the Kosovo Police 22 ozonegenerating machines to sanitize offices and vehicles
from viruses, bacteria and other pathogens.
The equipment was funded by the Italian Ministry
of Defence and will facilitate the ongoing efforts by
the Institutions in Kosovo against the COVID-19
pandemic. In the past months the Italian Army
provided, at the request of Kosovo institutions, a team
of nine personnel from the 7th Chemical-BiologicalRadiological-Nuclear Defence Regiment ‘Cremona’
that sanitized over 50 public facilities Kosovo-wide in
34 different municipalities.
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, NATO allied

BACK TO SCHOOL

A

n Italian Army specialist team completed
the disinfection of the ‘Svetozar Markovic’
primary school in Velika Hoca, in the municipality of
Rahovec/Orahovac, to allow the reopening of the
institute in compliance with the regulations against
Covid-19. Nine classrooms – one of which used
as a Kindergarten – and all common areas were
disinfected by means of nebulizers and appropriate
active substances just before the new school year.
The project had been initiated by the Austrian Liaison
and Monitoring Team operating in the area and
11

and partner countries have been supporting the
Institution in Kosovo’s response to the pandemic
through the donation of personal protection
equipment and by providing technical support. The
Director General of the Kosovo Police Rashit Qalaj
and Colonel Enio Simone, Commander of the MSUKFOR Regiment attended the delivery ceremony at
the Kosovo Police Headquarters in Pristina.
KFOR’s ability to contribute to a safe and secure
environment and freedom of movement has not
been undermined by COVID-19, performing their
operations whilst implementing prudent and robust
measures to limit the virus’ spread and minimize risks
for its members and for the communities they serve.

was carried out by the Italian Artillerymen of 5th
Regiment, all belonging to KFOR Regional Command
West. Through its Civil-Military Cooperation team
in the last two months KFOR’s Italian-led Command
has implemented five assistance projects in favor of all
communities living in the Western region of Kosovo,
with special focus on education and health. Since
the outbreak of the pandemic the NATO operation
has impartially contributed to the local response to
Covid19 through a number of actions in support of
the Institutions in Kosovo.

SNAPSHOTS

Weapon familiarization is
very important, especially
when operating in a multinational environment like
KFOR. Members of Sierra
and Papa Coy in RC-W
recently held a military
weapon and equipment
display for soldiers of RCW. Such activities create
a sense of teamwork and
enhance inter-operability.

Photos: OR-4 Luciano Savilli
ITA-Army

KFOR has developed
an excellent working
relationship with the
Kosovo Police who are
committed every day to
counter Covid-19 for the
benefit of all citizens. A
public photo exhibition
has paid tribute to the
relentless and professional
work of the men and
women of the Kosovo
Police: “Blue uniform
during the COVID-19
pandemic” has been
staged in the Skënderbeu
square in Prishtina.
Photos: OF-3 Stefano De Ruggieri
ITA-Army
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US Soldiers of RCEast conducted a Basic
Mountaineering Training
Course within the Sharr
Mountains, Kosovo.The
activity took place over the
course of a week to train
and certify 10 Soldiers from
various KFOR elements as
assistant instructors for future
courses.The training provided
soldiers with the necessary
skills to operate in austere
environments and enhance
the NATO-led mission’s
readiness to operate in any
part of Kosovo.

Photos: OF-2 Adam Wehrle
US-Army

An Italian Military Medical
Team arrived in Kosovo in
early September to assist
local institutions in their
response to Covid-19.This
team is very experienced and
was at the coal face as Italy
battled the global pandemic.
They have held meetings in
a number of facilities to help
plan strategies to manage
pandemic before winter sets
in.

Photos: OR-4 Francesco Garofalo
ITA-Army
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Soldiers of KFOR Regional
Command East donated
special equipment to
“Autizmi”, a nongovernmental organization
supporting children affected
by autism of all communities
in Kosovo, regardless of race,
religion, gender or nationality.
The equipment will allow
appropriate treatment,
including the improvement
of motor skills, skill-related
fitness, social functioning
and muscular strength and
endurance

Photos: OR-4 Francesco Garofalo
ITA-Army

KFOR Command Sgt. Maj.
Pietro Galeazzi recognizes
Regional Command East
Soldiers for achievement
during the KFOR mission
during a visit to Camp
Bondsteel. .Galeazzi
presented Soldiers with
coins and certificates of
achievement for Soldier
of the month and noncommissioned officer of the
month. Designating a Soldier
of the month requires a
thorough examination of the
Soldier’s military skillset and
knowledge.

Photos: Spc. Miguel Ruiz
US Army
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TROOPS OF KFOR

SWISS ROTARY WINGS

T

he Swiss contingent of 165
soldiers provides KFOR
with specialists in Liaison and
Monitoring, Military Police,
Explosive Ordnance Disposal as
well as logistics support. They also
support KFOR’s mission with an
air delivery capability. Stationed at
the military APOD in Slatina, the
Swiss air transport detachment is
equipped with a Super Puma AS332
helicopter. The crew conducts
reconnaissance flights, passenger
transport, firefighting missions and
can transport troops anywhere
within the area of operations.
The pilots appreciate several
aspects about the Super Puma due
to the size of the helicopter and
the associated possible payload,
number of passengers, cargo
capacity, both within the helicopter
and slung from the helicopter,
(including water for firefighting)

the Super Puma is used for a wide
range of tasks. The Super Puma
can fly by day and night, under
both visual and instrumental flight
rules. With a maximal take-off
weight of almost nine tons, it can
carry up to fourteen passengers
or lift up to 2.5 tons of cargo. The
helicopters in Kosovo are armored
and therefore heavier than in
Switzerland, which has a negative
effect on the possible payload
and thus on the Super Puma’s
performance. On very hot days, in
common with all rotary aircraft,
the performance of the helicopter
decreases remarkably. An additional
challenge for the pilots are possible
landing sites: “Unlike in Switzerland,
the helicopters cannot land at any
place because of the mines.This
restricts us in the missions, as well as
in the mountain landing training.”
From a Swiss pilot’s point of view,

15

Kosovo does not look very much
different from Switzerland from
above: Both agricultural flatlands
and wide plains with cities, as
well as little touched and steep
mountain ranges can be found in
both countries. What the Swiss
crew particularly appreciates
about the mission in Kosovo is
the opportunity to work with
other nations from the KFOR
family. On the one hand, the pilots
transport troops from other
countries; on the other hand, they
fly together with crews from other
nations in Kosovo. In doing so,
the crew members can exchange
experiences and continuously learn
from each other.

Captain Fabienne Wälti
Swiss Armed Forces

The AS332 can
fly both day and
night operations
ensuring KFOR can
deploy troops and/or
equipment anywhere in
the area of operations
24/7.The Swiss Aircrew
have proven themselves
highly competent in this
area and train regularly
with troops to conduct
night ops.

The Super Puma
AS332 helicopter is a
four-bladed, twin-engine,
medium-size utility
helicopter and made its
first public appearance
in 1975. So versatile
is the aircraft, that by
2014 over 890 had
been produced (in a
number of variants)
and it was in service in
over 56 nations.

The Swiss Aircrew
are supported by a
dedicated ground crew
that support flight
operations, and ensure
the helicopter stays
airworthy to support
KFOR operations and
tasks.
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TROOPS OF KFOR

13th MOLDOVAN CONTINGENT

F

or the National Army of the
Republic of Moldova, everything
started on November 1, 2013,
when the Parliament approved the
deployment of Moldovan troops to
Kosovo.
The first 41 Moldovan soldiers
were deployed to Kosovo in March
2014, to join other troops from 31
countries of the world.
Since then, a total of 13
contingents – infantrymen and
EOD specialists - of the National
Army have participated in KFOR.
The 13th contingent of the
National Army arrived at Camp
Villaggio Italia at the beginning of
July 2020. All those 41 professional
soldiers have conducted rigorous
pre-deployment training,
specifically designed for their
service in KFOR.
The first steps were full of
emotions. Transfer of authority
ceremony, getting acquainted with
their comrades from other foreign
contingents, accommodation,
briefings and receiving equipment.
Then the mission itself started.
The commander of the 13th

Moldovan KFOR contingent,
LTC Veaceslav Corcodel, says
his soldiers are open to new
challenges and ready to fulfill the
tasks established by the KFOR
command. “For the Moldovan
contingent, being here is a good
chance to acquire experience. From
the very beginning, we received a
warm welcome from our foreign
colleagues, and the commander of
Camp Villaggio Italia. Joining soldiers
from other contingents in this mission
was quite easy since all of the
Moldovan soldiers have been certified
in compliance with the Operational
Capabilities Concept, being declared
as Combat Ready and interoperable
with NATO partners.We are aware
of the worldwide pandemic situation.
Therefore, we have one more
challenge to face: protect as much as
we can and follow all the command’s
instructions to fight COVID-19”, LTC
Corcodel noted.
“Every day, every movement, every
task is a step ahead in our soldiers’
experience and a great advantage
for their professional performance.
Learning the best practices from our
17

foreign comrades and sharing our
experience with them are two of the
most important pillars for the mission
to be successful”.
In this sense, the Moldovan
infantrymen, as part of P-Coy,
shoulder to shoulder with Italian
colleagues passed the training on
how to behave in fire phobia and
crowd riot control (CRC), as well
as how to drive military vehicles
VM-90. Moreover, day by day, they
ensure surveillance and protection
of the Decane Monastery, a
14th-century Orthodox site
recognized by UNESCO as a
world heritage site, which KFOR
has been assuming the security
of since 1999. At the same time,
the Moldovan EOD Team has also
been busy. Supported by Austrian
(A-Coy) and Slovenian (S-Coy)
soldiers in the reconnaissance
patrols along the Administrative
Boundary Line. They have also
checked and cleared potential
Helicopter Land Sites.
Capt. Andrea Marano
ITA-Army

Moldovan Soldiers conduct
a debriefing after an
exercise. Debriefings are
very important following any
action/exercise. All Soldiers
need feedback on what
went right and even more
importantly, what went wrong
or could have gone better.
Lessons learned in a training
environment are highly
valued.

Moldovan Soldiers stand
Guard at one of the
checkpoints in the Special
Protection Zone near the
Visoki Decane Monasterywhich is under the direct
protection of KFOR. Moldovan
Soldiers continue to play an
important role in providing a
safe and secure environment
and freedom of movement
for all.

Maj Gen Risi salutes the
soldiers of Moldova during a
recent Transfer of Authority
Ceremony. Since their first
deployment to Kosovo in
2014, Moldovan Soldiers
have contributed greatly
to the KFOR Mission, in
particular to security in
Regional Command West
where they are based.
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KFOR NEWS

NEW COVID-19 TEST FACILITY FOR KFOR

W

ith the COVID-19 pandemic still active, the
protection of our troops and civilian deployed
in operations remains paramount. In line with its
continuous commitment to assist NATO nations and
partners, NSPA has delivered a COVID-19 testing
laboratory, together with two laboratory technicians,
to increase the testing capacity of the NATO-led
Kosovo Force mission service members. The facility,
installed at Camp Film City in Pristina will conduct
virus detection on swab samples using RT-PCR (real
time polymerase chain reaction) technology, which
will enable to detect infections quickly, limiting the
spread of the virus and allowing to provide the
necessary medical care for those infected. Major
General Michele Risi, inaugurated the laboratory, along
with his medical advisor and high representatives of
the Headquarters of the NATO-led Kosovo Force.
“The laboratory is a crucial asset that will allow KFOR
to better protect its force and to build resiliency during
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the looming threat of Covid19”, stated General Risi
before the cut of the ribbon. KFOR’s new medical
facility will reinforce the operation’s capability to
contribute to a safe and secure environment and
freedom of movement for all communities in Kosovo,
in accordance with its mandate. The laboratory is now
fully operational and testing has started for its service
members as of 14 September 2020. Testing is available
for all personnel serving under mission, including
service members, civilians and contractors. “The
laboratory is planned to provide a flexible and readily
available resource for the benefit of the Commander
and personnel of the KFOR mission as they address the
COVID-19 pandemic consequences”, explained Philip
Choppen, NSPA Medical Office Chief. In May 2020,
NSPA delivered a similar laboratory to the NATO-led
Resolute Support Mission in Afghanistan. In August,
about 3,000 tests were executed helping to increase
the testing capacity of service members in Afghanistan.

LEST WE FORGET

K

FOR remembers all who have
fallen in the course of peace
and security here in Kosovo. In this
article we especially remember our
Turkish comrade who bequeathed the
ultimate sacrifice for that cause. May
he rest in peace.
KFOR has been ensuring peace in
Kosovo since 10th of June 1999.
In that time, many nations have
supported this mission by providing
soldiers to implement UNSCR 1244.
Soldiers accept the inherent risks
and dangers posed by such missions;
however it does not reduce the sorrow
in the hearts of a nation when one of
their soldiers pays the ultimate price
and does not return home.
The heavy burden which the soldier’s
family has been forced to carry is
beyond bearing when a soldier passes
away while executing duties for peace.

The KFOR Roll of Honour consists
of numerous soldiers from different
countries contributing troops to this
peace support mission.These soldiers
are truly martyrs of peace.
One of the soldiers who sacrificed
his own life on this mission is Martyr
Air Weapon Munitions Senior
Sergeant Major Hüseyin KUTLU.
He was born on 5th of February
1963 in Mihalıççık/Eskişehir. He
joined Air Force Technical Schools
Commandership in 1981 and
graduated in 1982 as a Staff
Sergeant. He was assigned to Turkish
Task Force Dragas/Kosovo as EOD
Team Chief on the 7th of July 1999.
During a NATO Peace-Support
operation in Dragash, he died and
became a martyr while he was trying
to deactivate a BLU-97 bomb on the
22nd of September 1999. Martyr
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Senior Sergeant Major Hüseyin
KUTLU was married and had two
children.
In the twenty first year of martyrdom
of Hüseyin Kutlu, a commemoration
ceremony was held in the Camp
Film City commemoration garden.
The ceremony was organised by the
Turkish Contingent in KFOR with the
participation of Turkish Ambassador
Mr. Çagrı Sakar, KSF Land Forces
Commander Lieutenant General
Rrahman Rama, COM KFOR Major
General Michele Risi, DCOM KFOR
Brigadier General Laurent Michaud,
COS KFOR Brigadier General Larry
L.Henry, NALT Director Brigadier
General Frank Thomas Best, KFOR
staff and Turkish Contingents in Camp
Film City.
Lt. Semih Tegrak
OF-1 TUR-AF

KFOR NEWS

COM KFOR in TIRANA

VISIT TO N. MACEDONIA

OM KFOR Major General Michele Risi,, met
the Chief of General Staff of the Albanian
Armed Forces Major General Bajram Begaj in Tirana,
during a scheduled official visit. Regional security and
Albania’s long-standing contribution to KFOR were
amongst the main topics discussed. Major General
Begaj and Major General Risi highlighted the excellent
cooperation developed during all these years within
the framework of NATO efforts in Kosovo.
COM KFOR also expressed his appreciation for the
Albanian Forces services under the KFOR’s mandate.

C

OM KFOR Major General Risi recently paid an
official visit to North Macedonia and met with
Minister of Defence Radmila Sekeniska and Lieutenant
General Vasko Gjurchinovski Chief of Defence. Also
in attendance was the Italian Ambassador to North
Macedonia Carlo Romeo.
Earlier this year, North Macedonia became the newest
member of the NATO Alliance, and recently they
hosted a large Military Exercise with fellow NATO
Countries in which KFOR troops from Regional
Command East also took part.

NEW HUNGARIAN BATTALION

SWISS MEDAL PARADE

OM KFOR Major General Risi attended the
Transfer of Authority Ceremony which was held
in Camp Novo Selo. Major General Risi thanked the
outgoing contingent for all their hard work during
their tour of duty.
The KTRBN conducted a large number and variety
of patrols and training exercises during their tour
of duty, achieving all objectives. Major General Risi
welcomed the new Contingent and said he looked
forward to working with them.

he Non-Article-5-medal parade of the 42rd
SWISSCOY contingent took place on September
19, 2020 at Camp Marechal de Lattre de Tassigny.
The contingent looks back on an eventful six months,
during which it was able to contribute to the KFOR
family. But it was also able to benefit in many ways
from the knowledge and camaraderie of other
KFOR nations. The troops were especially proud to
receive their medal from fellow Swiss DCOM KFOR
Brigadier General Michaud.

C

C

T
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PROFILES
Cpl Emmanuel Nazario was born in New York, in February 1993. As a civilian he serves the people of
Baltimore County, Maryland as a police officer for the Baltimore County Police Department. Little wonder
then, that having joined the US Army Reserves in 2013 that he found himself serving as a Military Policeman.
He takes pride in dedicating his life to selfless service, personal courage, duty, and the ability to ensure the
safety and security for all, both internationally and domestically. His experience as a law enforcement officer
and his experience while serving in Germany ensuring the safety and security of high level security sites has
made him a valuable asset to the International Military Police Unit
within KFOR. Cpl Nazario has provided crucial and treasured
knowledge to his IMP counter parts based on his expertise.
This exchange of knowledge has allowed him to assist all KFOR
Units to conduct their operations in ensuring a safe and secure
environment and freedom of movement during the Covid-19
pandemic. Cpl. Nazario has proven himself to be an excellent
soldier and team player, and is a worthy recipient of the Soldier of
the Month.
Name: Emmanuel Nazario
Rank: OR-4/ Country USA
Appointment: RC-E PMO Military Police Desk Sergeant
Mikkel Lund Sørensen of the Danish army, was born in Tønder; an area in the southern part of Denmark
in March 1989. He enlisted in 2007 where his career began in the 2th Light Reconnaissance Squadron on
Bornholm. He had his first deployment in 2009 to Afghanistan, as a supply assistant. After 5 years in the Army,
Mikkel had a break. He then returned to the uniform in 2017 where he started
at the HQ Company 1st battalion, Royal Danish Hussars, with whom he had his
second deployment to Iraq in 2018. In Iraq he worked as a “Guardian Angel”;
protecting those who trained the Iraq Security Force.
On the 5th of August 2020 Mikkel and the rest of HQ Company arrived to
Camp Novo Selo to take part in KFOR. His main task is to be part of the Guard
Detachment, but Mikkel also have a very special side task. He is in charge of the
Danish field post, so when he walks around with his big postman-bag filled with
letters and mail, people starts to smile.
Name: Mikkel Lund Sørensen
Rank: OR-3 / Country Denmark
Appointment: Main Gate Guard / Postman
Victor Barbadoş was born in 1995 in Floreşti, a small, town in the north of Moldova. He graduated from
Gimazium in 2010 and he joined the Army in 2015.
He serves in the second Motorized Infantry Brigade as Platoon leader in Infantry Company. During his
service, he has completed a lot of international training courses in Romania, Ukraine and U.S. This is his first
overseas deployment on an international mission. He serves in Papa Coy of the Regional Command West.
For him it is a very good opportunity to accumulate experience for his military
carrier.
He lives in Chişinau with his father Stepan, his mother Tatiana and his two
brothers, Gheorghe and Nicolai. He is interested in sport activity and training
with guns. He has very good motivation for mission success. He spends his free
time doing physical training and studying to broaden his military knowledge as
he hopes to join Recon Company.
Name:Victor Barbaroş / Moldova
Rank: OR-5 / Sergeant
Appointment in KFOR: RC-W / PAPA COY
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PHOTO OF THE MONTH

“Hitting The Sun”
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Contribute to
the KFOR Chronicle!
Just send your photos to:

kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int
by the 20th of the month explaining where you
took the photo and what equipment you used.
We will then select one of the submitted images
and publish it in the next edition of the Chronicle.
A KFOR Chronicle T-Shirt is awarded each
month to the winning photographer. You will be
immortalised in the KFOR Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely,
The Chronicle Team.

“Illumination over Camp Bondsteel”
jfcnaples.nato.int/kfor
fb.com/NATOKFOR/

Photo: Major Chris Clyne US-Army
instagram.com/kfor.nato/
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